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Supplemental Tables   Table S1 . Land-use regression models with model performance (leave-one-out cross-validation R 2 , R 2 LOOCV ). 0.81 DISTINVMAJOR1: inverse distance (m -1 ) to the nearest road of the local road network; DISTINVNEARC1: Inverse distance to the nearest road; HEAVYTRAFLOAD_X: Total heavy-duty traffic load of all roads in X m buffer (sum of (heavy-duty traffic intensity *length of all segments)); HLDRES_X: Sum of high density and low density residential land in X m buffer; INTMAJORINVDIST: the product of inverse distance to the nearest major road and the traffic intensity on this major road; MAJORROADLENGTH_X: Road length of major roads in X m buffer; NATURAL_X: natural land ; POP_X: Number of inhabitants in X m buffer; POPEEA_X: population data on an European level (N); PORT: port in X m buffer; REGIONALESTIMATE: Regional estimate; ROADLENGTH_X: Road length of major roads in X m buffer; TRAFLOAD_X: Total traffic load of all roads in X m buffer (sum of (traffic intensity * length of all segments)); TRAFMAJORLOAD_X: Total traffic load of major roads in X m buffer (sum of (traffic intensity * length of all segments)); TRAFNEAR: Traffic intensity on nearest road. 
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